Spy
A hybrid of elegance & flexibility
Minimalism, functionality and versatility are the key terms to describe this extensive collection.

The Spy was designed to meet multiple lighting requirements, an ideal solution for accent lighting in residential or commercial spaces.
Spy Family.

Lumen packages from 200 up to 2600lm

Narrow to wide beam options

Multiple light refining accessories available

Recessed to surface mounted and track versions

Different color finishes and combinations
The little brother in the range and a joy to the eye. The miniature dimensions make the Mini Spy truly unique, unobtrusive and with full focus onto the light. A 1.6W powerled is combined with a lens, resulting in a 19° focused beam. The small trim makes it easy to install. The Mini Spy is at its best when positioned in clusters or in a playful composition.
The **Mini Spy** is also available as a module in the made-to-measure Finnline profile, enabling multiple application options and design consistency.
A noteworthy newcomer is the **Midispy Trimless**. A compact tube that can be completely or half sunk into the ceiling using a kit for recessed mounting.
Another option with this kit is surface mounting, so that the Midispy presents itself like a curious object peeking from the ceiling, able to ‘spy’ up to 350° around the room.
The patented Ex-centric Rotation System (ERS) allows the user to move and angle the Spy in a very dynamic and fluid way, with no sight into the ceiling, regardless of position.

II
Recessed position of the light source, engineered to minimize dazzle. Spy can be upgraded with a series of light refining accessories: honeycomb, linear spread lens, spread lens, softening lens or sbl glass.

III
Smooth and easy trimless finish using the trimless mounting kit. Also available with small trim (ST)

IV
Interchangeable inserts allowing full white finish to white & black or white & gold combinations.
Midispy Clip / Spy Clip

Requiring only 35mm recessed depth the Clip versions of the Midispy and Spy combine easy installation with a clean ceiling appearance and high functionality.

Available with a 45mm and 62mm diameter. Full black, full white, black-white, white-gold and black-gold finishes. Variety of light refining accessories can be added. Narrow beam (15°) up to wide beam (40°).
Midispy On / Spy On
Meet the surface mounted range of solutions in the Spy collection. From a solitary version to a rectangular base holding 1, 2 or 3 flexible tubes.

Asymmetrically positioned hinge that allows the Spy to be tilted up to 90° and rotated up to 350°. What’s unique about this hinge is that the device’s slim tube shape remains uninterrupted, giving it a sleek look with full adjustability.
The biggest and most powerful version in the range. Available surface mounted or on track, the Maxi Spy comes in different beam angles and can be completed with a range of light refining accessories.
Midispy On ADL / Spy On ADL / Spy On AD / Maxispy On AD
With the launch of the Lighting Bible 11 the Spy collection was extended with multiple track versions. This range features different diameters and colour finishes for 2F, 3F or dimmable 3F tracks. Thanks to the variety of LED versions, high CRI, the ability to add accessories, availability of different beams and wide range lumen packages the Spy track collection offers a solution for every project type.
Midispy & Spy Modules
The Splitline is recessed made-to-measure profile in the Delta Light collection. Narrow and wide streets draw black lines through space and literally form a ‘lighting path’ that dialogues with the architecture of the space.

The Midispy and Spy come in different versions to be integrated in the Splitline profile, resulting in a clean and pure lighting solution with high flexibility.